
Expandable, portable and a�ordable acoustic booth

VicBooth Premium is a unique, portable and inexpensive 
acoustic room that can be assembled in minutes.
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VicBooth
Expandable, portable and a�ordable acoustic booth

Dimensions Installation Packaging Info. Acoustic Pro�le
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Noise Reduction

Doorless, portable, and a�ordable acoustic booth with 
wood structure and window. VicBooth Premium is a 
new and revolutionary system that allows you to 
minimize the sound propagation from you to the world 
and vice versa. VicBooth Premium is a unique, portable 
and inexpensive system that can be setup in minutes.
Covered in natural wood from the outside, �re 
retardant fabrics and acoustic foam. Because it has no 
door and includes a window, it´s ideal for isolation in 
great style. The structure is built with premium 
materials for a more pleasant look and better isolation. 
Ideal for voice over or instrument practice without 
bothering your neighbours. Can also be used as small 
room for extra privacy.

Check our Website
 for instructions

Broadband
Absorption

1Unit in 5 Boxes 
4x Box: 2060 x 650 x 400 (mm) 
1x Box: 2150 x 740 x 310 (mm) 

1970 x 1970 x 2080 (mm)
Useful Area: 2,1 m2 

Features
. No door 
. Premium natural wood and premium fabrics 
. Expandable*
. Assembled in 20 minutes 
. Portable 
. Low price 
. Window included 
. No need for air conditioning or ventilation 
. Great acoustics
. Reversible ceiling panels allows to change the inner acoustics

Reversable Panels for a
dynamic acoustic treatment

Standard VicBooth Premium 
has a useful area of 2,1 m2 

VicBooth Premium can be extended has much
 as needed using VicBooth Extension pack

Each VicBooth Extension Pack
adds 1m2  to the original VicBooth Premium

* VicBooth Extension
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